
ScaFolding with Foldables 
 
The purpose of foldables is to group information into chunks which has psychology research which to 
help people remember.



Creates an interactive activity that will help students engage. When I write on the flap of a foldable, 
then they wonder what is going to happen next.






















































Graphic 
organizers 
help 
kinesthetic 
learners 
touch their 
learning. 
They can 
draw and 
color as 
desired to 
help 
connect 
and interact 
with the 
material.



























































































































Standards Based Grading



Help students and parents an idea of which specific topics students are struggling with.

Standards based grading allows them to retake to master concept, although class time is not 
necessarily taken by this.

To do a retake, students MUST complete ALL homework and show several items how you worked to 
improve



Retakes only require students to retake concepts that they missed.



If I work hard on a test, and I really really try, then the lowest that a student can earn is 55%. Making 
an effort. How do you distinguish between trying for effort and just scribbling something on the page 
to earn the minimum.



Grade for correctness and incorrectness...crossing out some things. And mark a grade and have the 
students correct their errors, DONT SPEND TOO MUCH TIME MAKING COMMENTS.




Group problems together
1.
Write those groups on the test
2.
Assign a grade based on understanding.
3.



In the grade book, delineate the standards and enter the grades into grade book by standard

(I.e. Chapter 4 Test: Solve Equations, Chapter 4 Test: transformation equations)



Don't make comments on test because it eliminates the student learning opportunity, they need to 
figure out what they've done.



Students assess their own work at. The end of the test, they attempt to measure their own abilities.





Provide students with a challenge problem to let them show their knowledge and exceed standards, 
students who just finish the test okay, should not earn an A, they must exceed expectations.



Make standards a part of the lesson the day, post them on the board, have a LARGE list of them I 
class (magnets or Velcro)? Have them written in student friendly language.



Students must meet standards many times.

















































































Assessments and individualizations.

Distribution of Ti Nspire




























































The great applied problems are a great way to keep students to occupy their time and make them 
think about the answer.



Visualization is the process for the answer, if students don't understand, then have another student 
show the process.



When one gets done early, don't say anything and have the student present their process and ask 
what other students think. One of them will have a problem with the solution, and challenge the 
presenter.



Don't push the terminology as much as the challenge of the problem.











Use a spreadsheet to enter separate values and algebraic manipulation to enter values into the 
columns as a way to grade individual ideas. Use mail merge to provide students individualized 
information. 



Great applied math problem dropbox



https://www.dropbox.com/sh/4ew97i5kp2ic9rb/AAAFTXmape9sAxbLqknPoQXKa/
THE_Great_Applied_Problem_and?dl=0



Other information from Tom:

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/4ew97i5kp2ic9rb/AACDppQOlB5PKEURtdv51cAca?dl=0



Many of these problems is useful in a precalculus program after trigonometry, parametric equations 
etc.


